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Dedication
To all the Sommer ancestors who hailed from Freistett. Many of the roads once leading out of Freistett are
now pointing the way home.
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Introduction
On 3 Jun 1766, a sloop called Lovey, which had sailed from Philadelphia the previous April, delivered its
German passengers to the promise of land and a new life in what was then the province of Nova Scotia.
One of those settlers was Mathias Sommer,1 who along with his wife Christina and six of their children,
disembarked 20 miles up the Petitcodiac River to begin a new chapter of their lives. The story of their
beginnings there and the subsequent flourishing of their descendants over the last 250 years is truly a
remarkable one.
However, even after many years of expert research, the German origins of Mathias Sommer have remained
unknown. This article presents evidence which has recently come to light and which, together with
previous research, shows that Mathias Sommer of Monckton2 had his origins in Freistett, Baden, Germany.
This article is divided into three parts. Part I summarizes the evidence gleaned by previous researchers on
the question of Mathias Sommer's German origins. Part II presents my most recent research on the German
origins of my Sommer family, one of whom was named Mathias. Part III gives an analysis of all the
research combined, presenting three premises in support of the conclusion.

Part I – Research of Others Prior to 2012
I believe it is important to credit the research which has already been conducted in the effort to answer the
question of the German origins of Mathias Sommer of Monckton.3 This section summarizes the research
work of those who have considered this question long before I came along.
Working backward from the arrival of the German settlers on the Petitcodiac, the following determinations
have established that Mathias Sommer of Monckton previously resided in Philadelphia for 17 years:
1. In July, 1766, Mathias Sommer, his wife, Christina, and six of their children4 were recorded as
settlers to Monckton Township, then part of the British province of Nova Scotia.5
2. In January, 1766, Mathias Sommer was the first to sign the Articles of Agreement in Philadelphia, a
document which pledged his intention to make the move to Nova Scotia.6
3. From 1760-1766, Mathias Sommer was associated with St. Peter's Lutheran Church at Barren Hill.7
4. From 1750-1753, Mathias and/or Christina Sommer were congregants at the St. Michael's and Zion
(StM&Z) church in Philadelphia.8
5. In October, 1749, Mathias Sommer married Christina Null(in) at StM&Z. The witnesses included
Jacob Schütt, Hans Jurg Null, Johann Jurg Kurtz, Philip Haller, and John Dorett.9
We must also make note of the conflicting evidence which has cropped up along the way:
1. In September, 1751, a passenger arrived in Philadelphia on the ship Anderson whose name has been
transcribed as Matthias Sumer.10 Using facsimiles of the signatures of those who took the Oath of
Allegiance to compare the signature of the person who arrived on the Anderson with that of the
person who signed the 1766 Articles of Agreement, it has been determined those two individuals
were not the same person.11 In short, Mathias Sommer of Monckton did not arrive in Philadelphia
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aboard the ship Anderson in 1751, and the exact date of his arrival in Philadelphia is still being
researched.12
2. It was thought at one point that the Mathias Sommer who was a widower and who remarried to
Magdalena Aldmann in Philadelphia in 1758, may have been Mathias Sommer of Monckton.13 But
given that Mathias and Christina were named together in Monckton in 1766, the Mathias Sommer
who married Aldmann in 1758 has been determined to be a different individual.

Part II – My Research from 2012-On
I am the 6th great-granddaughter of Joh. Georg Sommer of Freistett. This section gives a summary of my
research pertaining to the genealogy of my Sommer family.14
Working backward from my maternal family relations in Michigan, the following evidence points can be
highlighted from my findings:
1. George Summers15 of Oxford, Sussex, New Jersey died in 1785. His burial record indicated his
German origin, which was confirmed as Freistett, Baden, Germany.16 17
2. Joh. Georg Sommer of Freistett, born in 1722, had three brothers: Mathias, Johannes, and Joh.
Martin.18 19
Next, working forward in time again:
3. All four Sommer brothers from this Freistett family group, namely Mathias, Hans Georg, Johannes,
and Joh. Martin, left Freistett between 1747-1752.20
4. The younger three of the Sommer brothers from this Freistett family group, Hans Georg, Johannes,
and Joh. Martin, arrived in Philadelphia on 22 Sep 1752 aboard the ship Brothers.21
5. Margaretha, the first American-born child of my Freistett ancestors, Hans Georg and Anna Barbara,
was baptized at StM&Z in October, 1753. Sponsors at her baptism were Matthias Sommer,
Margareta Haas(in), and Christina Sommer(in).22 Hans George and Barbara Summers are known to
have had a daughter named Margaret who would later marry Thomas Hayes, a New Jersey farmer.23
Finally, to review the Philadelphia24 and German records one more time:
6. A study of other surnames associated with Mathias Sommer in StM&Z church records25 showed:
◦ Jacob Schütt – this person appeared as witness to Mathias & Christina's marriage in 1749, and
was subsequently widowed and remarried in 1750 with Sommer, Schoch, and Stöss as
witnesses. He later appeared in records involving Stöss, so I believe he might have been related
to that family although it can also be noted that the surname SCHUETT does appear in Freistett
records for several decades.
◦ Haas – this surname appeared in a 1752 marriage witnessed by Mathias Sommer, as well as the
1753 baptism where Mathias, Christina, and a female Haas were sponsors. In my Freistett
Sommer family group, Haas was the surname of Mathias' stepfather, Mathias Haas, who married
Anna Barbara Huebscher Sommer in Freistett in 1733. Whether Haas had children from a
previous marriage or he had more children with Anna Barbara is unknown. It can also be noted
that a Mathias Haas arrived on the same ship with the three Sommer brothers in 1752. The
occurrence of the Haas surname in conjunction with the Freistett Sommer brothers was, in all
likelihood, not a coincidence.
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◦ Stöss – this surname appeared in association with Mathias Sommer as early as 1750, as well as
with Mathias' brother, Johannes, through 1760. This Stöss family group is significant because I
have traced its origins to Lichtenau, a nearby village to Freistett.26
◦ Schoch – this surname is associated with the Stöss family.
7. A study of documentation pertaining to men of the name Mathias Sommer who lived in the
Philadelphia area prior to 1767 has affirmed only one individual of that name who had a wife
named Christina, the man who married Christina Null(in) in 1749.27
8. A study of the Freistett church books after 1736 revealed that they include signatures of the church
congregants.28 Using the Freistett church records that I had collected for my Sommer family
group,29 I extracted several samples of the signature of Mathias Sommer,30 the older brother of my
ancestor Hans Georg Sommer, and compared them to the signature of the individual who signed the
1766 Articles of Agreement in Philadelphia. I conclude that the Freistett signatures of Mathias
Sommer, written between 1737-1746, and the signature of the man of the same name who signed
the Nova Scotia Articles of Agreement in 1766, were all most likely penned by the same hand.31
1737 Freistett32

1766 Philadelphia33

In the same way, I then collected signatures of my ancestor, Hans Georg Sommer, from the Freistett
church books, and compared them to the signature of the person who took the Oath of Allegiance in
PHL after arriving on the ship Brothers in 1752. Again, the signatures appear to match.
1751 Freistett34

1752 Philadelphia35

Finally, we also have the 1742 Freistett marriage record between Mathias Sommer and his second
wife, Anna Barbara Gramp. In that record, the signature Hans Georg Sommer appears as a witness,
and after signing his name, Hans Georg further identified himself as the groom's brother.
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Part III – Analysis and Conclusion
Mathias Sommer of Monckton had his origins in Freistett, Baden, Germany. Why is this true?
1. Because Mathias of Monckton had a brother, Hans Georg, who can be traced to Freistett.
2. Because Mathias of Monckton was associated with other Philadelphia families whose origins can be
traced to the Hanau region of Germany (which includes Freistett).
3. Because Mathias of Monckton, who signed the 1766 Articles of Agreement in Philadelphia also
signed the church books in Freistett from 1737-1746.
Each reason given here is a premise. Premise 1 is broken down into a series of four arguments, presented
in the following pages as linkage analysis.36 Note that the sources for each bulleted assertion can be found
in the preceding research summaries.
Premises 2 and 3 result directly from the last two evidence points discussed in Part II, and they are included
in the summary at the end of Premise 1 analysis.
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Premise 1a: The Mathias and Christina Sommer who settled in Nova Scotia in 1766 were the same couple
who married in Philadelphia in 1749.
Purpose: To clearly identify the individual named Mathias Sommer who went to Nova Scotia, and
establish his whereabouts previous to Monckton.
Evidence Links:
• In July, 1766, Mathias Sommer and his wife Christina were enumerated among the settlers who
arrived in Monckton, Nova Scotia from Philadelphia. Their accompanying children were also
enumerated, including the two oldest daughters who had been baptized at StM&Z in Philadelphia.
• Only three men of the name Mathias Sommer could be identified in Philadelphia records prior to
1767, and only one had a wife named Christina. That Mathias Sommer married Christina Null(in)
at StM&Z Lutheran Church in October, 1749.
Rationale: The point of comparison is a man named Mathias Sommer who had a wife named Christina.
Records from several Lutheran churches in the Philadelphia were consulted. I could find only one
documented case of a Mathias Sommer with a wife named Christina; they married at StM&Z Lutheran
church in 1749, and they continued to appear in subsequent church records through 1753.
Probability:37 Almost Certain
Geographic Linkage: Tracing Mathias Sommer back from Monckton to Philadelphia.

Map attribution: North America with the United States and Canada - Single Color by FreeVectorMaps.com
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Premise 1b: George Summers of Oxford, New Jersey originated from Freistett, Baden, Germany.
Purpose: To show that my ancestor, who also had the surname Sommer, had origins in Freistett, Baden,
Germany.
Evidence Links:
• George Summers of Oxford, New Jersey was reportedly born in Freystadt, Elsas in 1721.
• Joh. Georg Sommer of Freistett, Baden, Germany was recorded born in 1722.
Rationale: The name, place, and time frame are similar enough to correlate. The New Jersey record was
from a Lutheran church, so in addition to the place and time, we looked for a place name in Germany
where a) the place name seemed at least similar to Freystadt, b) the place was in the region of what was
then Alsace (in German, Elsas), and c) the inhabitants of the village were mostly Lutheran. The village of
Freistett was the only place that met all these criteria. Within Freistett, we then looked for any Sommer
individual who might have been called Georg, or some name variation thereof, born in 1721, plus or minus.
The record of Johann Georg Sommer born in Freistett in 1722 was the only record to fit the bill.
Probability: Highly Probable
Geographic Linkage: Tracing George Summers back from Oxford, New Jersey to Freistett, Baden,
Germany.

Left map attribution: United States of America with States - Single Color by FreeVector Maps.com
Right Map attribution: Europe with Countries - Single Color by FreeVectorMaps.com
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Premise 1c: My Freistett Sommer family group had four sons, namely Mathias, Hans Georg, Johannes,
and Martin, who all removed from Freistett between 1747 and 1752. The three younger brothers, Hans
Georg, Johannes, and Martin, arrived in Philadelphia in 1752.
Purpose: To identify four Sommer brothers from my Freistett family group, all of whom left Freistett, and
three of whom are known to have emigrated to Philadelphia.
Evidence Links:
• Joh. Georg Sommer of Freistett had three brothers: Mathias, Johannes, and Joh. Martin.
• Freistett records for Mathias Sommer end after 1746, for Hans Georg and Johannes after 1751, and
for the youngest, Martin, no Freistett records for him have been found in Freistett after his birth in
1729.
• The names of Hans Georg, Johannes, and Hans Martin Sommer were all recorded as being
passengers aboard the ship Brothers, which arrived in Philadelphia on 22 Sep 1752.
• Starting in 1753, Philadelphia church records show the younger Freistett Sommer brothers: Hans
Georg with his wife Anna Barbara, Johannes with his wife Anna Eva, and Martin who apparently
married in Philadelphia and whose later death record reflects an exact age that corresponds with his
birth date in Freistett.
Rationale: The point of comparison is the names of the Sommer brothers and the dates associated with
those brothers in both Freistett and PHL. The Freistett church records, which exist from 1621-1962,
establish Sommer brothers of these names, their parents, their baptisms, most of their marriages, as well as
the baptisms of their German children up to 1751. If there were deaths among these Sommer brothers, they
almost certainly would have been noted in the Freistett church records. Furthermore, the subsequent
church records in Philadelphia confirm the names of the younger Sommer brothers, their wives, their ages,
and the baptisms of their American children after 1752 when they arrived in PHL.
Probability: Almost Certain
Geographic Linkage: Tracing three of four Sommer brothers forward from Freistett, Baden, Germany to
Philadelphia.

Left map attribution: United States of America with States - Single Color by FreeVector Maps.com
Right Map attribution: Europe with Countries - Single Color by FreeVectorMaps.com
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Premise 1d: Mathias Sommer of Monckton who married Christina in Philadelphia in 1749, and Hans Georg
Sommer of Freistett whose daughter was baptized in Philadelphia in 1753, were brothers.
Purpose: To show the relationship between the man who later migrated to Monckton, and the man who was known
to have been born in Freistett, Baden, Germany, and who migrated to PHL and later to Oxford, New Jersey.
Evidence Links:
• In 1753, Mathias and Christina Sommer were sponsors of the first American-born child of Hans George and
Anna Barbara Sommer, the parents having arrived from Freistett in 1752 (Premise 1c).
• Hans Georg Sommer of Freistett had a wife named Anna Barbara, as well as a brother named Mathias
(Premise 1c), who apparently left Freistett after 1746, and who has previously not been accounted for.
• Signature comparisons between PHL and Freistett for both Mathias Sommer and Hans Georg Sommer are an
almost certain match.
Rationale: The point of comparison in these pieces of evidence is the occurrence of both names, Mathias Sommer
and Hans Georg Sommer, as well as the locale of Freistett.
The appearance of Mathias and Christina Sommer as sponsors in the 1753 baptism suggests a family relationship
between the parents and the sponsors because in the German tradition, parents often selected relatives as sponsors for
their children at baptism.38 Hans Georg's father had died by 1732, and Hans Georg had no uncle of the name
Mathias. Nor have I found any other Freistett male of the name Mathias Sommer who might have been, for example,
a cousin who could have also emigrated to America. The documentation in Freistett points to only one Mathias
Sommer who might have been a relative of Hans Georg Sommer, his older brother.
Furthermore, the timing of events pertaining to Mathias and Hans Georg Sommer supports the possibility that Hans
Georg's older brother Mathias had also emigrated to PHL, where he was living with his third wife by the time of the
1753 baptism.
• 1746 – Mathias, brother of Hans Georg, last seen in Freistett records
• 1749 – Mathias married Christina in PHL
• 1752 – Arrival of Hans Georg, Johannes, and Martin in PHL
• 1753 – Baptism of Hans Georg's daughter where Mathias and Christina were sponsors
But it is, finally, the signature evidence that ties everything together. We have the signature of Mathias Sommer of
Monckton on the 1766 Articles of Agreement which appears to closely match all the signature samples from Freistett
church records that had been signed by the Mathias Sommer from my family group. We also have the signature
matches of Hans Georg Sommer, which also match between Freistett and PHL. And even more than that, the
signatures of Mathias and Hans Georg appear together in the 1742 Freistett marriage record of Mathias Sommer and
Anna Barbara Gramp, where Hans Georg signed his name as a witness, and explicitly identified himself as brother of
the groom.
Taken together, the linkage analyses for Premise 1 lead us to the following deductive argument:
✔ If Hans Georg Sommer, who was born in Freistett and emigrated to Philadelphia in 1752, and Mathias
Sommer, the settler who migrated to Monckton from Philadelphia in 1766, were brothers,
✔ Then Mathias Sommer of Monckton was also originally from Freistett.
Probability: Almost Certain
Geographic Linkage: Intersection of Premises 1a and 1c in Philadelphia.
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Premise 2: Mathias Sommer of Monckton was associated with other Philadelphia families whose origins
can be traced to the Hanau region of Germany (which includes Freistett).
Rationale: Based on my knowledge of the Freistett Sommer family group, I can associate the Haas
surname with my Sommer family group. Additionally, I traced the genealogy of one particular Stöss family
group, the one seen in association with Sommer in PHL records, to Lichtenau, a neighboring village to
Freistett. That particular Stöss family group also included other surnames seen in association with Mathias
Sommer (Schütt and Schoch). Those same families were also later associated with Mathias' younger
brothers, Hans Georg and Johannes.
Probablity: Almost Certain
Premise 3: Mathias Sommer of Monckton, who signed the 1766 Articles of Agreement in Philadelphia
also signed the church books in Freistett from 1737-1746.
Rationale: First, I used a standard methodology when comparing the signature samples.39 With regard to
the handwriting analysis itself, a degree of uncertainty is expected.40 However,
“It is reasonable to accept - cautiously - a scholarly identification of handwriting which depends on
a balance of probability. However the scrutiny which forensic analysis has undergone should help us
to maintain a healthy scepticism about handwriting identification, especially when a document is
simply asserted as being in a given person's handwriting without the basis of this identification
being made clear.”41
In this case, the basis for using the Freistett signatures to confirm identification of Mathias Sommer of
Freistett comes from premises 1 and 2. There was already cause to associate Mathias Sommer of
Monckton with Freistett, and the signature evidence serves to further solidify that conclusion.
Probability: Almost Certain
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Conclusion
Mathias Sommer of Monckton was the oldest son of my Sommer family group, and he originated from
Freistett, Baden, Germany.
After careful analysis of all the evidence, all three of the premises presented here in support of this
conclusion have an Almost Certain probability.
In summary, the historical evidence traces Mathias Sommer of Monkton from Monckton back to
Philadelphia and from there, by association to his brother, Hans Georg, as well as to other families
originating from Hanau, back to Freistett where the genealogical evidence resides. Taken together with the
lack of any contrary evidence and the existence of convincing signature evidence which spans many years
between Freistett and Philadelphia, the German origin of the man named Mathias Sommer42 who traveled
from Philadelphia to Monckton in 1766 can be settled.
Freistett

Map attribution: http://d-maps.com/carte.php?num_car=168840&lang=en
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